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Standard Model is based on SU(3)CxSU(2)LxU(1)Y gauge interaction.

In SM mis-match of weak and mass 
eigen-bases, leads to flavor mixing 
and CP violation. 
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2.1 Flavor Physics tests for SM
The standard model



Parameters in the standard model with 3 generations

Gauge boson couplings and masses: g1=g’, g2=g, g3=gs, mW, mZ

Fermion Masses: me, mµ, mt, mne, mnµ, mnt

mu, md, mc, ms, mt, mb

Higgs boson mass and couplings: mh or l, mi/v to ith fermion

(Weak mixing angle qW: tanqW = g2/g1, e =g2 sinqW)

aem = e2/4p, a2=g2
2/4p, a3=as==gs

2/4p;    GF = g2/(4     mW
2)

Mixing: quark mixing (3 mixing angles + 1 Dirac-phase)
Neutrino mixing (3 mixing angles +1 Dirac-phase + 2 Majorana-phases) 

1 possible strong CP violating parameter q

Total independent model parameters: 18 +1 without neutrino masses.
Another 9 if include neutrino masses at low energies or more. 

(3 gauge couplings + 1 W or Z mass + 1 Higgs coupling or Higgs mass + (6 quark + 3 charged lepton masses) 
+ 3 quark mixing angle + 1 Dirac-phase, 1 strong phase,     and 3+6 neutrino masses, mixing angles and phases)

In the SM flavor physics has a lot to do with these free parametersf
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What do we know about the SM parameters?

aem=1/137.035999084(21)   sin2qW=0.23121(4)   a3=0.1179(9)  
(GF = 1.1663788(6)x10-5 GeV-2)

mZ=91.1876(21) GeV  mh=125.25(0.17) GeV  
(SM: mW=80.357(6) GeV vs. Recent CDF II data: mW=80.4335(94) GeV  7s away!)

Charged lepton masses: 
me=0.51099895000(15) MeV   mµ=105.6583755(23) MeV  mt= 1776.86(12) MeV

Quark masses: 
mu =1.16(+0.49, -0.26) MeV md=4.67(+0.48, -0.17) MeV, ms=93.4(+8.6, -3.4) MeV, 
mc=1.27(0.02) GeV, mb=4.18(+0.03,-0.02) GeV, mt= 172.69(0.30) GeV

Strong CP violating phase q < 10-9

What about quark and neutrino mixing angles and CP violating phases, and neutrino 
masses?
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Status of Quark and Lepton Mixing 
Quark Mixing                                            Neutrino MixingPDG

Why they mix the pattern shown above?



The Unitarity Triangle
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The  Jarlskog parameter J (1985)

The area of the triangle = J/2
CPV in SM is always proportional to J

J  =   s12c12s23c23s13c132sind
=   (3.08+0.15-0.13)x10-5

PDG



Flavor physics tests for SM

Discovering new phenomena, and testing various theoretical predictions 
-> establishment of a theory (Determine the model parameters, looking for 

deviations -> modify the theory…)

Produce various particles and observe how they interact and decay
Production: e+e-, p anti-p, pp… colliders (g, e-, n, p..) hit on Nuclei target…
=> SM particles…
Observe various particle decays, quarks, leptons, gauge bosons, Higgs 
boson… t -> W + b -> l v + c light hadrons (for lighter quarks, one needs 
to study the hadrons containing the specific quark to see it decay 
properties…)

Interaction with probes: g-2 of muon (muon under know magnetic field)…

Cross sections, decay rates, production and decay asymmetries…. Obtain 
desired properties of a theory: coupling constants, mixing angles, parity and 
CP properties…
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SM interaction features

NC – neutral current; CC-charged current.
QED test: Experimental data test for photon interactions to multi-
loop level precision. No flavor changing effects. Agree with SM.

QCD test: Gluon and quark jets observed, no conflict between data 
and theory. No flavor changing effects.
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Charged Current Interaction

CN weak: W interactions, 
W -> l n ~ g  
W -> qi qj ~ g(VKM)ij

li -> W + ni -> lj nj + ni ;

qi -> W + qj -> qk ql + qj qi

providing information for GF.

A quark can decay into another generation of quarks (flavor changing)
Providing information for VKM. 
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Agree with SM predictions
g2

µn/g2
en =0.992 (0.020)

g2
tn/g2

en =1.063(0.025)
Universality better than 3s
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Normalizing G(W -> l n) ~ 1
-> G(W -> qi qj) ~ 3 |Vij|2 (3-colors, 1st and 2nd generations)

Look into detailed W induce decays Vij can be determined to good precisions

More later 



Neutral current interaction

NC Neutral: Z interactions           forward-backward scattering asymmetry ~gVgA
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Agree with SM predictions
Universality holds

No FCNC

In SM invisible width from Z -> nn Data: number of light neutrinos Nn =3.0026(0.0061)!

- no qi qj flavor changing quark decays neither!
How to explain FCNC observed in K-K, D-D and B-B mixing? Loop. More later



Couplings to fermion flavor proportional to particle masses.
Production    Decay branching ratios     Compare data with SM prediction
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Higgs boson interactions

Main production channel, pp -> gg -> H
Cross section proportional to heavy quark number N 
in Figure (a). Cross section ~ N2. If there are 4th 
generation quarks, the must be heavy, N=3 
compared with 3 generation model, there is a factor 
of N2 = 9 enhancement! Not in agreement with data.
No more than 3 generations!
Couplings consistent with standard model 



Determination of KM matrix elements
Tree level determination of KM matrix
Vud: n -> p l n (supperallowed 0+ ->0+nuclear b decays

p+-> µ+ n(g)… |Vud|= 0.97435(0.00016)
Vus: K+-> µ+ n(g), KL -> pe(µ) n, K+->p0 e+(µ+)n, 

KS ->pen, Hyperon b decays… |Vus|= 0.22500(0.00067)               
Vcd: D+ -> µ+(t+) n, Ds+ -> µ+(t+) n,  

D(Ds)->p(K) l n, n d -> c X l…                 |Vus| = 0.22486(0.00067)
Vcs: Ds+ -> µ+(t+) n, Ds+ -> µ+(t+) n,  

Ds(D)->p(K) l n…                                  |Vcs| = 0.97349(0.00016)
Vcb: B -> D (D*)l n, B->D(D*) X, B -> Xc l n, 

Bs ->D*µn,  Lb -> Lc+µ- n… |Vcb|= 0.04182(+0.00085, - 0.00074)
Vub: B -> Xu l n, B -> p l n, B -> t n, 

Bs -> K- µ+ n, Lb-> p µ-n… |Vub|= 0.00369(0.00011)
Vtb: B(t –> W b)/B(t->W q)…                        |Vtb|= 0.999118(+0.000031,-0.000036)

Vtd and Vts need to have loop effect to determine.  More later
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FCNC at one loop level in SM
Phenomenology of neutral Kaon mixing
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Calculation of Im(M12)  
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Replacing (d, s) to (d,b) and (s,b), obtain Bd(s)-Bd(s) mixing
Dominated by heavy top quark in the loop

For Bd(s)-Bd(s) mixing, VtdVtb*(VtdVtb*) term dominate! Determination of Vtd and Vts !
2ReM12 = Dmb;  DmB = 3.334(0.013)x10-10 MeV; DmBs=1.1693(0.0004)x10-8 MeV.

DmD = 6.56(0.010)10-12 MeV.  Need long distance contributions in SM. 
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Successful explain CP violation in Neutral Kaon Mixing!
60



A consistent flavor physics picture in SM
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For Bd(s)-Bd(s) mixing, VtdVtb*(VtdVtb*) term determination of Vtd and Vts !

M12K, M12Bd, M12Bs (include higher order corrections) explain data: 

DmK = 3.484(0.006)x10-12 MeV,       |eK|= 2.228(0.011)x10-3, 
DmBd =3.334(0.013)x10-10MeV,       DmBs = 1.1693(0.0004)x10-8MeV

Combining tree level constraints, KM matrix elements are dertmined!



2.2 Tests for Standard Model of CV Violation

SM can explain CPV in neutral Kaon mixing. Only doing that 
job is not enough to become part of a SM and being awarded 
Nobel prize. 

Predictions made and confirmed. 
Many predictions been confirmed!

Observables: e’, time dependent ACP and independent rate 
asymmetry Sf and Cf in K, D and B decays, and also to test 
unitarity triangle predicted by SM
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e’/e: CP violation in K -> p p decay
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Experiment value from NA48 and KTeV:  e’/e=16.6(2.3)x10-4
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SM calculation for e’/e
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Tree and penguin contributions

s->u q’ q, s -> d q’q’ 

Replacing s to b, q to d, or s, apply to  b -> u q’’ q, b -> q q’’ q’ decays.



Buchalla et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 68, 1125(1996) 68



Experiment value from NA48 and KTeV:  e’/e=16.6(2.3)x10-4

Lattice calculation: 21.7(8.4)x10-4  (PRD 102 (2020) 505459)
Chiral perturbation calculation: 14(5)x10-4 (Conf. Ser. 1562(2020) 012011)

SM is consistent with data
There are rooms for new physics beyond SM…
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Time dependent and independent rate asymmetry
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Uncorrelated              production
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These measurements are in consistent 
With SM predictions!
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Cf type: D -> K+K-, p+p- ; Sf type: B0 -> J/y KS
0 , p+p-
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Sf type: B0 -> J/y KS
0
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Cf type: D -> K+K-, p+p-

Expected and consistent with SM

Unexpected!  Short distance contributions are small
Long distance strong interaction effects important at Charm scale
Cannot be sure if SM is in conflict with data. Room for new physics.
See Appendices B and C for more time dependent Decay observables 



Unitarity triangle test for SM

SM for CPV has many interesting predictions:
small EDM, Zero At, CPV in Hyperon decay of order A ~ 10-4 ….
Anything bigger a sign of new physics…
It would nice to have some positive ones to veryfiy SM CPV!

One of the most prominent feature is that CP violation comes from the KM
matrix. The unitary conditions: Si Vij Vik* = djk; Si VjiVki * = djk.
can be represented by 6 unitarity triangles. The most experimentally
accessible one is by the following

If the angles a, b and g
can be independently measured,
whether a+b+g =180o can test the model.

This relation indeed holds!
Have been tested from B decays.
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Hadronic B decays – The effective Hamiltonian                 
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Determination of a
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Gronau and London, PRL65, 3381(1990)
Snyder and Quinn, PRD48, 2139(1993)



Determination of b
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Gronau and Wyler, PLB256, 172(1991)
Atwood  et al., PRL 78, 3257(1997)

Determination of g



Unitarity triangle Consistent with SM prediction!

a+b+g= 173o (6o) 
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Other tests? Any deviations from SM? 



2.3 More CP violating experimental observables

CP violation with polarization measurement
a spin-1/2 -> spin-0 + spin-1/2   
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CP violation in Hyperons

AXL=AX + AL    HyperCP (Femilab E871): 
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Recent measurement from BESIII 
(Nature 606(2022)64)

So far not CP violation effects have been established in baryon decay!. 
Similar ideas can be used for c- and b-baryon decays.



CP violation in Higgs h decays into  t+t-

90

(Hayreter, He, Valencia, arXiv:1603.06326, arXiv:1606.00951)
(He, Ma, McKellar, Mod. Phys Lett. A9, 205(1994); 
Berge, Bereuther, Kirchner, PRD92,096012(2015))
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Br(h ->tt) ~ 5x10-2 , 

Br(t -> p n) ~ 0.1 

106 Higgs bosons, 
sensitivity to At can be 
10% at CEPC.

Data still allow A to be as 
large as p/8. Experiments 
should look such CPV.

In the SM At = 0



The EDM of a fundamental particle
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First fundamental particle EMD measurement: neutron EDM in 1950 by 
Purcell and Ramsey.

Landau first pointed out that EDM violates P and T symmetry.

No measurement of a fundamental particle EDM, yet!

Current 90% C.L. limits on EDM:

Neutron |Dn| < 1.8 x10-26 ecm,     electron |De| <1.1 x10-29 ecm 
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EDM of neutron and electron in KM model

Quark EDM Dq and neutron EDM Dn,  Dn = (4Dd-Du)/3

In KM model, quark EDM only generated at two electroweak and one strong 
loop level (3 loop effects)l, very small ~ 10-33 e.cm. (Shabalin, 1978, 1980)

In fact with two weak and one strong interaction vertices, EDM can also be 
generated! 
(He, McKellar and Pakvasa, PLB197, 556(1987), J. Mod. Phys. A4, 5011(1989)

Electron EDM is even smaller, generated at fourth loop level, De <  10-38ecm
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Why q is small is the strong CP problem.
96

Crewther, Di Vecchia, Veneziano and Witten, PLB88, 13,(1979)

He, McKellar and Pakvasa, IJMP A4, 5011 (1989))



Homework
Problem 1   Diagonalize the Hamiltonian H = M – i G/2
Find the eigenvalues E1, E2, and the matrix V diagonalizing H
V H V-1 = diag(E1, E2)
Note that H is not Hermitian, V is not Unitary.

Problem 2   Obtain expressions for r and a on page
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Test for SU(3) flavor symmetry, and also SM with 3 generations!
Using current data from PDG, find the value for rc

Problem 3
SU3)/U-spin symmetry d <-> s channels, one has 
Deshpande&X-G He(1995), X-G He(1999), Gronau&Rosner (2000)…He, Li, Ren and Yuan, arXiv:1704.05788               

SU(3)/U symmetric, rc = 1

Using the relation,                                                         to show



Lecture III FPCP beyond SM

3.1 The need of going beyond SM
3.2 Anomalies in flavor physics 
3.2 Model buildings for FPCP beyond SM 
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